EXPERIENCE MATTERS

Nearly 50 years of comprehensive clinical genetic testing by board-certified ABMGG laboratory directors reporting over 675,000 results—because experience matters. One of the first laboratories in the genetics industry with exome sequencing, gene targeted array CGH, constitutional microarrays, congenital disorders of glycosylation, and rare disease testing.

ORDER THE RIGHT GENETIC TESTS FOR YOUR PATIENTS

EGL offers many subpanels as well as single gene testing to meet the individual needs of your patient. If your patient’s clinical presentation warrants more focused testing, EGL is happy to meet that need. To find additional test offerings, including subpanels and specific genes, please visit our website (http://www.egl-eurofins.com) to search our comprehensive test menu.

For assistance finding a particular gene or test, laboratory genetic counselor can be reached by:

Phone: (470) 378-2200
Email: eglgc@egl-eurofins.com

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GENETICS COMMUNITY | ClinVar and EmVClass

EGL is committed to ensuring clients and their patients are kept as up-to-date as possible concerning the classification of sequence variants. EGL was one of the first clinical diagnostic laboratories to openly share data with the NCBI freely available public database ClinVar (>30,000 variants on >1,700 genes) and is also the only laboratory with a free online database (EmVClass), featuring a variant classification search and report quest interface, which facilitates rapid interactive curation and reporting of variants.

WE HAVE THE ANSWERS.

Consolidate your testing needs with our industry-leading expertise in molecular genetics, cytogenetics, and biochemical genetic testing with a focus in rare disease testing.